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In Senate, Jan. 30, 1838.

The Special Committee of this Board, on an order of
Jan. 11, “ to inquire whether any alteration is required
in the existing laws, relating to the incompetency of
witnesses on account of religious belief,” have exam-
ined the subject, and submit the following

The subject referred to your committee, is one of no
ordinary importance. It involves one of the first elements
of the law of evidence ; and the law of evidence lies at
the foundation of the science of jurisprudence. The sub-
ject is also rendered embarrassing by its connexion with
the subject of religious belief, or rather unbelief. But
these considerations, instead of deterring us from examin-
ing the subject, should rather induce us to examine it
more closely and with greater care.

The first question that presents itself is, what is the ex-
isting law on the subject involved in the order? It may
be necessary to state in advance, that the law in question
is not to be found in our enactments—it being a provision
of common and not, in this state, of statute law. In or-
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der to a just understanding of this subject, it may be ne-
cessary to allude to the origin and progress of the doctrine
of oaths, and the belief implied in their administration.
The Pentateuch, the oldest work extant, teaches us, that,
as early as the days of Abraham, oaths were in use, and
that those who took them, swore by “ the Lord, the God
of heaven, and the God of the earth.”* The dispensation
of Moses established and carried out this principle. All
who were the subjects of these oaths, acknowledged the
existence of God, and recognized him as the punisher of
perjury.

The heathen nations adopted the same principle. In
the darkest days of their idolatry, they recognized

“ Gods, who horrid woes prepare
For perjured kings, and all who falsely swear.”f

The different heathen nations adopted different modes
of administering oaths, but in all cases it is believed, that
they imprecated upon themselves a punishment, in case of
falsehood, in addition to what human governments could
inflict. One of the most ancient modes of taking an oath
among the Greeks and Romans, was that of slaying an

animal; and imprecating upon themselves, in case of false-
hood, the vengeance of heaven, as certainly as that the
animal they were about to smite, should die. Grim, in
his Antiquities of Teutonic Law, defines an oath to be “a
solemn declaration of the truth. Its solemnity consists
in swearing by something that is sacred .” In all these
cases, the oath implies the existence of an overruling
Power, who will punish the crime of perjury.

Leaving the heathen nations, we find the same law
among nations the most learned and civilized. England,

* Genesis xxiv. 3, f Iliad.
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from which we borrow our laws as well as our science,
stands first among the nations of Europe, for the correct-
ness of her civil Jurisprudence. In that country, distin-
guished for all that is learned in law, the same principle
is adopted. An elementary writer on evidence says,
“ All witnesses, before they are examined, are required
to take an oath, by which they appeal to the Supreme
Being for the truth of the evidence which they are about
to give. This necessarily implies a belief, that, by the
laws of God, truth is enjoined, and falsehood punished.
It is not sufficient that a witness believes himself bound
to speak the truth, from a regard to the character, or the
common interest of society, or from fear of punishment.
Such motives have, indeed, their influence, and may come
in aid of religious obligation, but they are of a nature so
capricious and infirm, and so liable to be perverted, as to
afford little or no security for the observance of truth.
Our law, therefore, like that of most other civilized coun-
tries, requires a witness to believe that there is a God,
and a future state of rewards and punishments; and that,
by taking the oath, he imprecates the divine vengeance
upon himself, if his evidence shall be false.”—Phillips on
Evidence, vol. i. pp. 16, 17. The same doctrine is laid
down in Starkie, vol. i. p. 22 : Dane’s Abridg. vol. iii.
pp. 288, 534 : Hilliard's Elements of Law, p. 302.

Such is the law of England on this subject, and such
has been the law in this country. In 1809, the Supreme
Court of Errors in Connecticut in the case of Curtis vs.
Strang, (4 Day’s Rep. p. 51, 57) decided, that a person,
“who does not believe in the obligation of an oath, and a
future state of rewards and punishments, or an accoun-
tability alter death, is by law excluded from being a wit-
ness. The same doctrine was held by the same court
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in 1828. (7 Conn. Rep. p. 66. Atwood vs. Melton.)
This opinion was also held by Chief Justice Spencer, of
New York, in 1820. (See 18 Johnson’s Rep., Jackson
vs. Gridley, p. 98.) But this opinion was overruled by
the same court in 1823. Mr. Justice Sutherland held,
that whoever believed in a God, who would punish false
swearing, was a competent witness. (2 Cowen, p. 431,
case of Butts vs. Swartwood.) The Circuit Court of the
United States, in 1827, held the opinion, that a belief in
God, and a future state of rewards and punishments, was
requisite for the competency of a witness. (5 Mason, p.
16, case of Wakefield vs. Ross.)

In our own state, our courts have taken a more liberal
ground. In the case of Hunscum vs. Hunscum, it was
held in 1818, that a disbelief in a future state of existence
goes to the credibility of a witness, and not to his compe-
tency. (15 Mass. Rep., p. 184.) Such w'e believe to

be the law of Massachusetts on this subject. No person
is rejected as an incompetent witness, who believes in a
God who will punish perjury, if he is otherwise compe-
tent. This has been the doctrine of our courts since
1818. We have already stated that the Supreme Court
of New York in 1823, advanced the doctrine that was
held by our court in 1818. The state of New York
have incorporated this doctrine into their statutes; they
provide, that “Every person believing in a Supreme Be-
ing, who will punish false swearing, shall be admitted to
be sworn, if not otherwise incompetent.” The state of
Connecticut in 1830, provided by statute, “That no per-
son who believes in the existence of a Supreme Being,
shall, on account of his religious opinions, be adjudged an
incompetent witness by any court of judicature.”

No state, so far as your committee have been able to
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learn, except that of Rhode Island, has gone further
on this subject than our own Commonwealth. We have
already alluded to the opinion given by Judge Story in
the Circuit Court of the United States. This court was
holden at Providence, and the decision gave rise to a con-
troversy, which ended in a statute provision the next year,
“ that no man’s opinion in matters of religion, his belief
or disbelief, can legally be inquired into, with a view to
his qualifications to give testimony.’’

Such is the law of Rhode Island on this subject. But
we believe that she stands alone in this particular. Nor
is it at all strange, that we should see that state breaking
out at times, into excesses in what is called liberality. A
state which has no constitution, and is content to remain
under a charter granted by King Charles II,—a state
wdiich denies the right of suffrage to all its citizens who
do not happen to own real estate, —a state thus goaded
by oppression, may be expected at times, to break from
their bondage, and run loose into disorder and excess.
But. take the law of Rhode Island as it is, and to what
does it amount ? Why, they compel a witness who is an
atheist to swear by a God in whom he does not believe, —
to give testimony under a sanction which he does not re-
cognize. And what can be more absurd? Swear by a
phantom ! Call upon a nonentity to witness the truth of
his statement! To Rhode Island belongs the honor or
the shame, of trifling with the name of the Almighty of
converting a solemn oath, into solemn mockery!

The law of Massachusetts on the subject of our inquiry
is this ; —No person who believes in a God, toho will pun-
ish perjury, will be rejected on account of his religious
belief. He will not be asked to what religion or religious

“ c*“
Sect he belongs, or in what amount of divine punishment
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he believes. So far as his competency is concerned, if he
believes in a God who takes cognizance of the actions of
men, and will punish the false swearer, this is all that is
required. If any other questions are asked, they go only
to his competency.

The question then for jour committee to decide is this:
Shall a man who does not allow the obligation of an oath,
be received as a competent witness ? The very idea of
an oath implies a belief in its obligation, or, in other
words, in the existence of a God who will punish perjury.
An oath without this belief is an absurdity. The ques-
tion then resolves itself into another, viz. : whether oaths
ought to be discontinued. And here we apprehend there
will be but one opinion. We know of no man whose
opinion is entitled to any weight, who is desirous of abol-
ishing oaths in courts of justice. Whatever may be the
opinion of some men, on the propriety of oaths in certain
cases, we believe that all will allow their utility in judi-
cial proceedings. In these remarks we include affirma-
tion under the head of oaths. So far as the objects of
this inquiry are concerned, they are one and the same, —

oath and affirmation are used synonymously, and both im-
ply the being of a God. The Friend who affirms, pleads
conscience in the case ; he solemnly declares that he be-
lieves God has forbidden the taking of an oath. In this
manner he recognizes the being of a God, as directly as

though he took the oath in the usual form. Through
this discussion, we shall use the word oath in a sense so
broad as to include affirmation. Our courts allow every
person to affirm, who has a conviction that God has for-
bidden the taking of an oath.

Since an oath implies the being of a God, and all per-
sons of consideration are in favor of oaths in courts of
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justice, we might rest the whole subject here w’ith safety.
But as this subject has been repeatedly pressed upon the
consideration of the Legislature, and as great efforts have
been made to enlist the sympathies of the people on the
side of the atheist, we feel disposed to give it a more
full examination than it might otherwise require. The
advocates for the change of the law, attempt to' place
it on religious ground, and seem desirous of giving the
impression that it is a violation of the rights of conscience
to question the atheist concerning his opinions. This
statement of the question, appears to your committee to
be deceptive. It is not a case of conscience; it is not a
question of religious belief; it does not infringe the right
of private judgment. So far as the atheist is concerned,
he has no conscience in the case; his religious opinions
are not called in question, for he has none. He believes
in no religion, he acknowledges allegiance to no Supreme
Being, he attaches no sanctity to an oath. How then
can he plead conscience, or pretend that his religious
sentiments are called in question?

Your committee do not speak with any sectarian feel-
ing on this subject—they have none. Being of different
religious denominations, they cannot be suspected of any
party bias. It a question should come up involving the
right of any religious sect, or tending to give one denom-
ination a preference over another, they would take high
and liberal ground. They would say with Chief Justice
Spencer, “ Religion is a subject on which every man has
a right to think according to the dictates of his own un-
derstanding. It is a solemn concern between his con-
science and his God, with which no human tribunal has a
right to meddle. But in the developement of facts, and
the ascertainment of truth, human tribunals have a right

2
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to interfere. They are bound to see that no man’s rights
are impaired or taken away, but through the medium of
testimony entitled to belief.”

Now if, in the case where religious opinions are con-
cerned, civil tribunals have a right to come in, so far as
to protect the community, and to secure the impartial
administration of justice ; they can come in with the
greatest propriety, where, instead of belief, there is
nothing but unbelief And this is the case now before
us. We are not inquiring what should he done as be-
tween religious sects, but what should be done as between
the public and those who have no religious opinions.
Government not only has the right to protect the lives
and property of its subjects, but is bound to exercise this
right. This is one of the great ends of government; and
governments are to be regarded as a blessing or a curse,
much in proportion as they secure this object, by the im-
partial administration of justice.

The administration of justice being one ot the great
ends for which government is instituted, our fathers, in
establishing the social compact, were particularly careful
to secure trial by jury, and the best opportunity and the
surest mode of verifying facts. And the very mode ot
verifying facts recognized by the constitution, is by sub-
jecting all witnesses to the influence of an oath or affirma-
tion, which directly recognizes the being and providence
of God. The constitution as it was originally adopted,
and also as it was amended in 1820, requires of all civil
and military officers, appointed or chosen, on oath, ending
with the usual imprecation, “so help me God.” The
only exception to this, is where persons have conscien-
tious scruples in calling upon the name of the Deity.
Thus does the constitution expressly require the very oath
of which some complain.
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Nay, more; our frame of government professes to rest
on a religious basis. It was ordained and established
before high Heaven. In the preamble of our constitution
our patriot fathers say: “We, the people of Massachu-
setts, acknowledging, with grateful hearts, the goodness
of the great Legislator of the Universe, in affording us,
in the course of his providence, an opportunity deliber-
ately and peaceably, without fraud, violence or surprise,
of entering into an original, explicit, and solemn compact
with each other; and of forming a new constitution of
civil government for ourselves and posterity; and de-
voutly imploring His direction in so interesting a design,
do agree upon, ordain and establish the following declara-
tion of rights, and frame of government, as the constitu-
tion of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.”

In the second article of the bill of rights, it is declared
to be “the right as well as duty of all men in society,
publicly, and at stated seasons, to worship the Supreme
Being, the great Creator and Preserver of the Universe.”
In the original third article, and in that article as amend-
ed in 1832, the public worship of God is recognized as
the surest basis of the happiness and prosperity of the
people, and the permanency of our government. In that
chapter of our constitution which relates to Harvard Col-
lege, it is expressly declared, that “ the encouragement
of literature tends to the honor of God. ,:

Thus we see that our constitution rests upon a religious
basis. It expressly and throughout recognizes the being
and the providence of the Deity, and teaches us to look
to him as the Ruler of nations and of individuals. And
yet we have been expressly told, in a document put forth
by a committee of one branch of the Legislature, that the
law requiring a witness to recognize the existence of a
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God, is a violation of plain and just provisions of the
constitution ! [Doc. of the House, 1837, No. 13.] A
violation of the constitution ! As though that sacred in-
strument was violated by carrying out its own principles,
or by recognizing, in a single case, what that instrument
recognizes in all cases ! The absurdity is too palpable to
require further remark.

But we are gravely told, in the document in question,
that the constitution “ declares that no subject shall be
hurt, molested or restrained, for his religious professions
or sentiments,”—and that requiring of a witness a belief
in divine existence, is directly in conflict with that provi-
sion. This argument, specious as it may appear, is nev-
ertheless unsound. The second article of the bill of
rights, to which reference is made, declares, that it is the
duty of all men to worship the Supreme Being ; and then
asserts that no man shall be molested for worshipping
God, or for his religious sentiments. The doctrine here
inculcated is, that the existence of the Deity is so impor-
tant and necessary to the well-being of society, that no
man shall be hurt for his religious opinions, or for wor-
shipping God. But with what propriety can this be ap-
plied to the atheist ? The article relates exclusively to
those who believe in divine existence, and have religious
feelings and principles; and it is a gross perversion of
this article, to apply it to those who deny the being of a
God, and ridicule all religion. The atheist does not
come within this provision of the constitution, but is, on
every sound rule of interpretation, excluded. And it is
a matter of profound surprise, that any man, with the
constitution in his hand, can pretend, that the provision
of common lawT on the subject of the competency of wit-
nesses, is contrary to the second article of the bill of
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rights. And this surprise is increased by the fact, that
the constitution, chap. vi. sect. 6, adopts the common law
on this and other subjects. Whatever may be said of the
inexpediency of the provision of law in question, no sound
jurist will maintain for a moment, that this law is uncon-
stitutional.

Nor is there any thing intolerant in the law on this
subject. The state of Pennsylvania, noted for its liberal
and tolerant spirit, has declared in its constitution, “ that
all men have a natural and indefeasible right to worship
Almighty God according to the dictates of their own con-

O J o

sciences ; and no man can, of right, be compelled to at-

tend, erect, or support any place of worship, or to main-
tain any ministry against his consent; that no human
authority can, in any case whatever, control or interfere
with the rights of conscience; and that no preference
shall ever be given, by law, to any religious establishment
or modes of worship.”—Constitution of Pennsylvania,
article ix. sec. 3. Here is the greatest liberality of reli-
gious sentiment. It declares, that all men have a right to
tvorship God, that none shall be compelled to support
public worship, and that no preference shall ever be given
by law to any one sect or sentiment.

But this liberality of sentiment, this high religious
ground, taken by the intelligent people of that flourishing
state, was thought by them to be perfectly consistent
with a provision of common law, that a witness must
believe in divine existence. They declare in the very
next section of their constitution, “ that no person, who
acknowledges the being of a God, and a future state of
rewards and punishments, shall, on account of his reli-
gious sentiments, be disqualified to hold any office, or
place of trust or profit, under this Commonwealth.”
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It will be seen that the constitution of Pennsylvania
goes beyond the law of this state on the subject before
us. Massachusetts, then, is not to be accused of intoler-
ance, when she is in advance of the state which derives
her name from the great apostle of religious liberty Wil-
liam Penn, and carries out in her frame of government
the principles of her great founder.

We have already alluded to the state of New York, and
have shown that she has incorporated into her statutes
the very provision of our law on this subject. But she
could go no further. In a convention, in 1821, called to
revise her constitution—a convention as distinguished for
talent, character, and liberality, as ever met in that or any
other state—this subject was fully discussed. A propo-
sition was presented in these words, “ No witness shall
be questioned as to his religious faith,” and after debate
was rejected, ninety-four to eight. This shows the sen-
timent of the empire state on this question, and shows
also, that she is not in advance of Massachusetts on this
subject.

Nor is the provision of law under consideration designed
as an attack upon the atheist. It is not introduced to de-
prive him of his rights, but to secure others in theirs. The
first duty of every good government is to establish such a
mode of legal investigation, such rules for the ascertain-
ment of truth as will develope the facts in the case. This
is giving the greatest security possible to the public. To
guard the temple of justice from pollution, laws have been
adopted in all civilized nations, to exclude witnesses who
are interested. This law is founded upon the principle
that human nature is frail, and that interest might ope-
rate and lead the witness from the truth. On the same
principle rests the provision, that an atheist cannot be re-
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ceived as a witness. He does not feel the obligation of
an oath, and consequently has a greater temptation to
swear falsely, or rather a less motive to tell the truth, than
a witness has who believes that there is a God who takes
cognizance of men, and will punish those who swerve
from the truth. Take from the witness that sense of an
over-ruling Providence, which prompts to truth and de-
ters from falsehood, and you leave him more exposed to

corrupt influences, than a believer in divine existence
would be, though he had a pecuniary interest of a few
shillings. Now, if it is wise to exclude a witness because
his interest would corrupt his mind, and induce him to
swear falsely, there is at least equal wisdom in the pro-
vision, that an atheist—one who believes in no God—no
moral accountability, shall be excluded.

Both of these provisions of law are founded in wisdom,
and in fact, in benevolence. The public good requires it.
Such laws, in a certain case, may operate hardly, and
seem to do injustice. But the laws must be general, de-
signed not for one case, but for all cases. The safety of
the subject requires, that there should be no partiality,—
that the laws should be the same to all. No doubt indi-
vidual cases could be mentioned, in which more perfect
justice would have been done, if an interested person
could have been admitted as a witness. But, as legisla-
tors, we are not to look at isolated cases ; we are to look
to the whole community, and so frame our laws as to pro-
mote the greatest good of the greatest number. So in
the case of the atheist,—the law is not designed to crush
him who has no fear of God before his eyes ; it is not
fraught with vengeance towards the person who is re-
jected as a witness in courts of justice. The law has a
higher object—a nobler end in view. It looks with pity
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upon him who has given himself up to a wild speculation,
which is fraught with such temptations to sin. The law
does not interfere with his speculations ; the magistrate
does not, and ought not to come in and punish a man for
his belief or unbelief; but the law looks at the public,
and interferes only where the public is in danger. The
law says to the atheist, we do not punish you for your re-
ligious, or rather irreligious notions, but believing, nay,
knowing from your own avowal that you do not feel the
responsibility of an oath, we cannot allow you to come
forward and, under no responsibility, deprive others of
their rights. It is for the public safety, and not for your
inconvenience, that we exclude you. We exclude you
on the same principle that we exclude an interested per-
son ; not that you are incapable of speaking the truth,
but that you have no sufficient motive to do it. Such is
the spirit and design of the law on this subject, and it is
founded in benevolence.

Now, has the atheist any just reason to complain ? He
is supposed to possess an obliquity of mind, arising either
from some moral depravity, or some hallucination, either of
which renders him an unsuitable person to takeaway the
rights and lives of individuals of the community. If the
atheist is insane, he should be treated like other insane per-
sons. He may not be insane on other subjects, but he
admits that he feels not the obligation of oaths taken be-
fore God. He is, then, under the influence of a species
of monomania, which renders him a dangerous witness.
If this be his condition, he has no more reason to com-
plain than other maniacs have.

But if this obliquity of mind arises from moral depravity,
if atheism is a disease of the heart, rather than of the head,
then atheists are only treated like other immoral per-
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sons—like persons convicted of crimes. A man may in a
single case fall into sin, and under the influence of some
particular temptation, may commit a crime that subjects
him to an infamous punishment. He is by law rendered
an incompetent witness, if he has been convicted of the
crime. Now it seems perfectly obvious, that a man may
be convicted of such a crime, and still be entitled to be-
lief much more than a man who has renounced all reli-
gions obligation, and does not allow that an oath has any
binding authority upon his conscience. A man may some-
times fall into sin, and still be generally under the influ-
ence of good principles. But the atheist is always un-
der the influence of bad principles. His infidelity is
abiding, and consequently he can never be governed by
any high principles of action.

Your committee wish for a moment to remark upon
the peculiar character of atheism. It is not like other
heresies. Men may embrace an error in their religious
creed, and this error may be of an immoral tendency ; it
may, of itself, tend directly to immorality. But while the
man retains the great, the fundamental doctrine of ac-
countability to God, this high sense of duty leads him to
view this erroneous doctrine in such a light, as to neu-
tralize and destroy its bad tendency. In fact, we can
lay it down as a general truth, that the Christian’s spec-
ulative doctrines do not, generally speaking, exert so
much influence over his character, as we might at first
suppose. The high sense of religious obligation, which
the believer in God and divine revelation generally feels,
exerts a restraining influence over his conduct. This is
the great moving controling principle of action, which
like “ Aaron’s serpent swallows up the rest.” But the
atheist, who has banished all sense of obligation from

3
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his heart,—who allows of no overruling Providence,—
who feels no responsibility for his conduct—what has he
to restrain him ? Nothing but public sentiment; and
when that sentiment becomes corrupt, as it will be, if
atheism should generally prevail, there is nothing left
to curb the passions, or check the evil propensities
of a licentious generation. Take off this restraint, and
men will most assuredly run loose into riot and disorder.
We feel confident, from what we know of human nature,
that public morals cannot be sustained without the aid
of religious sanctions—without a sense of an overruling
Providence. This is the life of society, the foundation
on which alone, not only religion, but peace, and order,
and good government must forever rest.

In order to decide whether a disbelief in the existence
of a divine Being is a proper ground for the rejection of a
witness, it may be necessary to inquire into the nature
and character of atheism. Any sentiment which declares
or implies that we are accountable only to the laws of
society, or that virtue is not rewarded and vice punished,
is in reality, atheism. St. Paul speaks the language of
the common law, when he says, “He that cometh to
God, must believe that he is : and that he is the reward-
er of those that diligently seek him.” Now any senti-
ment which destroys the proper distinction between truth
and falsehood, between virtue and vice, between him that
serveth God and him that serveth him not, is at war with
divine existence. If a man denies the providence of God,
or rejects a just retribution, or if he is a universal doubt-
er—he is an atheist in the true and proper sense of the
term. He is literally without God, the true meaning of
the word atheist. And, on the other hand, to be a theist,
that is, a true believer in a God, he must believe that he
is an immaterial, self-existent and eternal being, possess-
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ed of every moral quality in infinite perfection ; and that
he is the maker and governor of the world. He must
maintain that he has established a moral government, and
made all his creatures accountable to him for the use ol
the favors he has granted them. Such must be the views
of the true theist, and by these sentiments he will be dis-
tinguished from those who are “ without God in the
world.”

In its moral influence, nothing can be more pernicious
than atheism. It is the bane and pest of society, the
grave of every virtuous sentiment. It totally destroys
accountability, and so takes offall restraint from the pas-
sions of men. It removes every barrier against vice, and
lets the ever flowing scourge pass through the abodes of
peace and happiness. It opens the flood-gates of iniquity,
and deluges the world with crime. All law would he
trodden under foot—all order overthrown—and every
thing sacred, violated,—if this sentiment should become
general. No government could stand—no man would be
safe in his person or property, under the reign of atheism.
When this monstrous sentiment triumphed in France, and
the convention decreed, that there is no God, and death
is an eternal sleep, they were ripe for rapine, violence
and blood. The unprincipled oppression that fell upon
the poor, the unblushing sensuality to which the fair were
exposed, and the lawless massacres which deluged the
nation in blood—these, and the countless woes, which
marked the “reign of terror,” spread lamentation through
the land, and carried mourning into every family, were
the legitimate fruits of their atheistical philosophy.

Such was the state of infidel France, and would be
the state of our own country, should atheism generally
prevail. By denying the being of a God, it releases men
from all obligations, whether civil or religious. And
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where men arc released from all obligation, no govern-
ment could stand,—no order could be supported,—no
wholesome laws could lie executed. Anarchy would
then ensue, and that iniquity which now walks in dark-
ness, would stalk forth at noon day.

We are sensible that it may be said, that man’s ac-
countability to society will restrain him, and so keep
him in the path of virtue. But we believe that ac-
countability will never, of itself, restrain the passions of
men. While public sentiment and public morals are reg-
ulated by gospel principles; while, by the influence of
our holy religion, vice is rebuked, and, in a great meas-
ure, restrained ; in a word, while society is made virtuous
by a sense ol accountability to God,—accountability to
society may exert a restraining influence. But when
revelation is discarded, and the being of a God given up;
when, by the withdrawal of these salutary restraints,
public sentiment is polluted, and public morals are pros-
trated ; in a word, when atheism has corrupted the mo-
tives to action, and filled the world with unbridled licen-
tiousness, —then accountability to society would be worse
than useless. It would simply be an obligation to follow
the multitude to do evil. This then is the great restrain-
ing principle on which the atheist would rely. Account-
ability to society ! an obligation to be as virtuous as those
are who discard all virtue, and reject all moral principle!
It is surprising that men who profess to be friendly to
virtue, should plead for sentiments which would overthrow
all society, and banish virtue from the universe.

We do not say that every atheist is an immoral man.
It may be that his belief does not exert much influence
over his conduct; it may be, that, being educated in a
Christian land, he early imbibed the moral principles of
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the gospel, and still continues under the influence of those
principles, though he now despises the source whence
they emanated. Our early impressions generally exert
a lasting influence over our conduct. In this way our

holy religion extends its influence over those that reject
it. But let such a person live in a whole community of
atheists, and hear their sentiments, and witness their
practices from his youth up, and the case would be essen-
tially different. He would then he left to the pure influ-
ence of atheism, and would, in all probability, be corrupt
and unprincipled. The experiment was tried in France,
and the result is written in characters of blood. A per-
son thus situated has neither the motive nor the means
to be virtuous and good, that he would have, had he lived
in a Christian community, and realized an accountability
to God.

An atheist cannot have that sense of personal dignity
and importance that a theist has. For he who believes
that he was introduced into life without a design, and is
soon to be forever excluded from life, cannot suppose that
he has any very important part to act in this world; and
consequently he can have no motive to give much atten-
tion to his conduct. This destroys almost every incentive
to virtue, and degrades and debases his nature. But he
who believes himself brought into being by an intelligent
Creator, and designed for immortal glory, and that he is
placed in this world to qualify him for endless happiness
in the next, must feel himself under peculiar obligation
to improve his time to the best possible advantage. This
will both add to his dignity, and improve his character.
Thus, while atheism degrades the man, and destroys the
motives to virtue, theism elevates and dignifies him, and
spreads before him every holy and virtuous incentive to
action.
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Man as a creature of this world simply, is a wretched
being. In this life we are all subject to pain and woe, to
sorrow and disappointment. Revealed religion is exactly
suited to our wants and necessities. We find it a “sov-
ereign balm for every wound, a cordial for our fears.”
Now what does the atheist require of us, and what does
he offer us in return ? He asks ns to yield our belief in
divine existence, to give up all our hopes and consolations,
to forego the joys of virtue, and to relinquish those moral
principles which are the foundation of individual happi-
ness and public security ; and he presents us with the
frigid notion that we are like the brutes that perish. He
takes from us a Being of infinite perfection, a loving fa-
ther and friend, and gives us nothing but fickle fortune,
or blind fate. He takes us from the mild government
of moral principles, and places us under the cruel despot-
ism of lawless passions. He deprives us of immortality,
and makes us creatures of a day. He destroys our alli-
ance with angels, and compels us to claim kindred with
the brutes. For order, he gives us confusion; for peace,
he gives us disquietude; and for consolation, despair. In
fine, he takes from us every high and noble principle of
action, and presents us with this chilling maxim—“ Let
us eat and drink; for tomorrow we die.”

Your committee cannot believe that it would be wise
to give up all the cheering hopes and blissful consolations
of religion, and espouse the gloomy system of atheism,—
a system destructive to virtue and happiness even in the
present state. We believe that it would not be prudent
or even crafty to endanger the peace of society, and to

put our present and future happiness in jeopardy, for the
sake of being thought wise by a few restless, unprincipled,
stupid beings, who deny divine existence, either because
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they are too indolent to examine the subject, or because
they are not willing to live according to the principles of
the gospel.

Having made these general remarks upon the subject,
let us now inquire into the nature of the evidence to be
expected in proof of divine existence. We all know that
different propositions are proveable by different kinds of
evidence. If the question related to numbers, we should
expect mathematical demonstration. But does any reason-
able man expect mathematical demonstration on a subject
of a moral nature ? No ; every person capable of judging,
knows that this is impossible from the very nature of the
case. Doctrines in natural philosophy are proveable by
experiments, and matters of fact by credible witnesses.
Bui how is it with propositions of a moral nature? They
can neither be proved by mathematical demonstration,
nor by actual experiments, nor by the testimony of others.
It follows then that propositions of a moral nature must
be proved by moral evidence. Every thing which cannot
be tested by the senses, or demonstrated by figures,—
which cannot be proved by experiments, or substantiated
by the testimony of others, must rest upon moral consid-
erations.

Now on supposition there be a God, what evidence
could the atheist expect of the fact ? Could he look for
mathematical demonstration ? Certainly not; for the ex-
istence of such a being does not come within the sphere
of the science of numbers. Could he expect that divine
existence would be substantiated by philosophical experi-
ment ? Such experiments can have nothing to do with
the existence of an immaterial, spiritual intelligence.
Could he expect to test divine existence by any of his
senses ? This would be a contradiction in terms. For
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if the Deity could be tested by the touch, this would
prove that he was a material being, and consequently not

God. Were he the object of sight this would prove that
he was not that God who is invisible. In a word, if he
could be tested by any of the senses, it would show that
he was not that God whose existence is so fully taught
in nature and revelation.

The Deity being an immaterial, invisible spirit, we can
have no evidence of his existence, but what is of a moral
nature. No other evidence can from the very nature of
the case exist. And here the evidence is full and com-
plete. But this kind of evidence the atheist rejects.
And what must be the conclusion ? In what predicament
does he place himself? Surely in this; —he will not be-
lieve unless we can produce that kind of evidence of
which the case does not admit. He will not allow divine
existence, because it is not proved by that sort of evidence,
the production of which is impossible. Fie will not admit
that there is a God, because his being is not proved by
that kind of evidence, which, if it could exist, would dis-
prove it. This is the course pursued by those who boast
of their reason, and profess great logical acuteness on all
subjects whatever! But is it not the climax of absurdity
to require that kind of evidence, which the nature of the
case does not allow. What should we think of a preten-
der to natural philosophy, who should assert that he would
not believe in the existence of the natural sun, unless it
should appear in the zenith at midnight? We should
justly regard him as an idiot or a madman. And yet
this is precisely the course pursued by the boasting infi-
del, by those who would fain have us believe, that they
are the depositories of all wisdom ! But are men to be
reputed wise, simply because they pursue a course devoid
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of all reason ? Shall we accord to them the honor of su-

perior intelligence, when their pretentions show a total
destitution or perversion of intellect?

The evidence which God has given of his existence, is
as great as the nature of the case allows, and it is the
height of folly to require more. But suppose the evidence
were different,—suppose it addressed itself to the senses,
would this satisfy these dogmatical doubters? No; for
they are loud in their assertions, when the case requires
it, that the senses are frequently deceptive, and are liable
to lead us astray. On supposition there is a God, there
is no evidence which would satisfy these boasting sons of
infidelity. It has been justly said, that if the atheists
were to ask a sign in the heavens above, or in the earth
beneath, the Deity himself could not give a sign that
would satisfy these hardened unbelievers; for if he should
take them beyond the confines of this world, and show
them a new heaven and a new earth, springing out of
nothing by his creative power, they might say that innu-
merable particles of matter chanced just at that moment,
to rally themselves together, and to form themselves into
a world, and that God did not make it.

The atheist frequently attempts to silence all opposi-
tion to his sceptical views by demanding of us absolute
knowledge. “ What do you know,” he will boastingly
ask, “about divine existence? Have you ever seen the
invisible God, or even any one that has? Jdo not ask
your opinion, but I ask what you know about a future
state. Have you ever been there? Have you any knowl-
edge of the resurrection of the dead ?” By bold inquiries
such as these, they suppose that they can sustain them-
selves, and drive all their enemies from the field. But
this sophism, for argument it is not, can be retorted upon

4
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them with all its force. We would gladly ask the
atheist what he knows about his favorite system. “We
do not ask your opinion, but we ask what you know
about the formation of the earth ? Do you know that it
came into being by accident? Did you ever see a world
formed in that way ? Do you know that chance ever
produced a rational being? Did you ever see the dust
under your feet gather itself into a human form, and start
up into life and intelligence?”

But inquiries of this nature will never aid us in the
discovery of truth. Every person knows that not only
in religion, but in the common affairs of life, we are fre-
quently called upon to walk by faith, and not by sight.
The husbandman does not know that he shall obtain a
harvest; and yet he commits his seed to the earth. The
merchant has no positive knowledge that his vessel will
ever return to him; and yet he trusts her upon the
treacherous ocean. Knowledge in these cases is not
necessary. Faith is a sufficient motive to action. The
husbandman who should stop his plough in the furrow,
because he had no positive knowledge that he should ob-
tain a harvest; or the merchant who should let his ship
rot at the wharf, because he did not know for a certainty
that she would return if sent to sea, would hardly pass
for wise men in any community. Let the atheist who
boasts of his acuteness, apply the same principles in the
transaction of his ordinary affairs, that he w ould apply to

religious subjects, and he would, in any virtuous and in-
telligent community, be put under guardianship as an
idiot, or confined as a lunatic.

The folly of the atheists can be exceeded by nothing
but the unblushing arrogance with which they attempt to

support their pretensions. They would fain have us be-
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lieve, that they were intimately acquainted with the whole
universe. They tell us of “ the great laws ot nature,”
“ the fortuitous concourse of atoms,” “the fixed princi-
ples of nature,” “the energy of nature,” “the eternal
reason of things,” “ the inherent principles of matter,”
and of “the pervading principles of life.” These and
many other high-sounding expressions, are constantly
upon their lips. But, at the same time, they have no

definite ideas attached to these bombastic phrases. Ask
them the meaning of either of these phrases, and you will
find that, with them, they are mere sounds without sig-
nification. All their boasted knowledge of nature will,
on examination, turn out to be “ mere pomp of words.”

Another gross inconsistency of the atheists is this:—
They ascribe every minute effect to some adequate cause;
and at the same time maintain that the universe is un-
caused. Ask them the cause of any event in the natural
world, and they will readily tell you, that it is produced
by some law of nature. They value themselves on their
supposed ability to account for every thing in this way.
Thus, while they maintain that the smallest thing or
event in the universe must have some adequate cause,
they contend that the universe has none ! What an ad-
mirable system of philosophy is here ! How consonant
with the dictates of atheistical reason! Who would not
readily give up the cumbersome Newtonian system, for
the sake of taking into his bosom this little, convenient
theory—a theory based upon the savage hypothesis, that
the earth must have a foundation—that, in fact, it was
supported by an elephant, that the elephant stood upon
a tortoise, and that the tortoise rested upon—nothing!
The atheists are such acute philosophers, that they wil)
ascribe all events to secondary causes, and, at the same
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time, maintain that these secondary causes have no first.
The fact is, they have just philosophy enough to trace
events to their proximate causes, but have too little to
trace these proximate causes up to their great First Cause.
Their boasted philosophy leads them to view the works
of nature, but does not enable them to “ look through
nature up to nature’s God.”

Could we present the vain pretensions of the atheists
in one view, it would exhibit a compound of vanity and
ignorance, of absurdity and contradiction, rarely to be
met with. At one moment, they profess to be wondrous
wise, at the next, they are entirely ignorant of every
thing around them ; at one time they rely upon the evi-
dence of the senses, at another the senses are liable to
lead us astray ; now, experience is the only test of truth,
but in a moment nothing can be more delusive ; now his-
tory is appealed to, but anon it is all a forgery. Thus
the atheists are any thing or nothing, just as the case
seems to require. Professed skeptics, they believe in the
greatest absurdities in opposition to all evidence; advo-
cates for reason, they pursue a course at which the reason
of a savage would blush : the friends of order, they aim a
death-blow at all society, and pursue a course leading di-
rectly to anarchy and confusion ; the champions of liberty,
they pursue a course tending directly to licentiousness,
and calculated to fill the world with violence and blood.
The whiffling course, the vain pretensions, the gross ab-
surdities, the weak conclusions, and the confusion of
ideas, which he always manifests, fully justify the declar-
tion of the poet, that the boasting infidel,

“Of all earth’s madmen, most deserves the chain.”

Atheism is a scheme so fraught with mischief, that
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none but the licentious can wish it true. Every good
member of society, every friend of human happiness, if
consistent, must regret its extension. Whether we view
its influence with reference to ourselves or others, to in-
dividuals or communities; whether we behold it with the
eve of the Christian or of the patriot, we must regard it as
a deadly poison. Like a pestilence, it would carry lamen-
tation and mourning into every family. Yes, should it
prevail through our country, a scene of moral and po-
litical desolation would ensue. It would produce more
evils than war and famine and pestilence united. As all
religion is founded on the being of a God, it follows of
course, that a general spread of atheism would destroy all
religion. Nor is this all ; by destroying all religion, it
would destroy all accountability, and by destroying ac-
countability, it would destroy our liberties, and overthrow
all society. Thus would universal desolation reign throughJ O o

the land, should atheism generally prevail.
In expressing these views, your committee are not

moved by any personal feelings towards those who deny
divine existence. The sentiments they express are those
which have been advanced by many distinguished men in
all ages. Gray, the poet and Christian, says, “ Atheism is
a vile dish ; though all the cooks in France combine to
make new sauces to it.” But Chesterfield, more famed
for politeness than for devotion to religion—even Ches-
terfield was sensible that atheism was destructive to all
order and decency. Speaking of Voltaire, whom he
greatly admired, he says, “ He is not the first writer who
has been carried away by a lively imagination, beyond
the bounds of reason and of accuracy ; but what I cannot
pardon in him, and what is not pardonable, is the great
pains he takes to propagate a doctrine which is as perni-
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cious to civil society, as it is to the general religion of all
countries. I am very certain, that no man is at liberty
to attack the foundations of morality, and to break those
ties which are so necessary, and already too weak, to re-
strain mankind within the hounds of duty.' 1' 1

Now, if such men as Lord Chesterfield—men who are
acquainted with the nature of man, and the basis on which
society rests—men too, who have no attachment to reli-
gion as such,—if such men are satisfied that atheism is a
fatal poison, the deadly sirocco which blasts the fairest
works of God, we may safely come in, in support of that
provision of law which requires a belief in a God, as an
essential qualification for a witness. This law has had
the experience of all ages for its support. It has been
thought wise by the most learned judges, by the wisest
statesmen, and the greatest philanthropists in all civilized
nations. And it becomes those who ask for a change in
the law, to make out a strong case. They must show us
a nation which has flourished under the reign of atheism.
They can point us to no nation but to France. And does
this example favor the cause of atheism ? Does it show
that that sentiment, or rather that want of sentiment,
would prove beneficial to society ? Let the prostrated
morals of that wretched people answer.

But that we may be the better enabled to judge in this
case, it may not be amiss to inquire whether we have suf-
ficient evidence for our belief in the being of a God. It
seems evident that if there is a God, he would give us all
reasonable evidence of his existence. And what is this
evidence ? Let us turn our attention to the subject for
a few moments. Atheism, we have already seen, as-
cribes the creation, and all its astonishing phenomena, to
chance. As atheists boast of their reason, to that noble
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faculty vve would make our appeal. We ask of this
board, and of the Legislature, to give their undivided at-
tention to the arguments we propose to adduce, and to

judge in this case, as they would in the ordinary affairs
of life. We ask no blind devotion, no implicit faith.

We now ask your attention to the argument. When
we view any part of nature, we plainly discover design or
contrivance ; and to ascribe all the curious workmanship
of nature to chance, is contradicting the first principles of
all sound philosophy, and the universal experience of man-
kind. We would ask the members of the Legislature to
reason from what they know. Did you ever behold an
intelligent being, or even a piece of passive machinery
come into being by accident ? Was there ever a man so

O j

stupid as to maintain, that there was no design in a watch,
for example ? Who would render himself so superlative-
ly ridiculous as to assert that the materials composing a
watch came together by chance ; and that all the nice
workmanship and wise organization were the result of
mere accident? In the machinery of a watch we dis-
cover design. A certain object is to be attained, and all
the machinery is wisely adapted to that end. The watch
then, cannot be the result of chance ; for design implies
intelligence—a property which blind chance does not pos-
sess. This design argues a designer,—this contrivance
a contriver. This position is sustained by the common
sense and the constant experience of every individual.
When w’e behold a watch, or any piece of less complica-
ted machinery, we all know that it had some intelligent
designer. W hether we know the maker or not, we know
that it had some maker. W7 e are just as well satisfied of
this, when the maker is unknown, as we should be, if we
knew the author, and saw him construct the machine.
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We also know that the designer must have existed be-
fore the thing designed. Thus, from the uninterrupted
experience of ourselves and others, we are satisfied,—we
know that a watch must have had some designing, intelli-
gent cause. Tliis principle can be illustrated by every
thing around us. Though the committee do not profess
to have much intelligence, or to exhibit much design in
this report, still, if it should ever fall into the hands of an
atheist, we believe that he would hardly allow, that the
letters in the alphabet accidentally dipped themselves in
ink, and then by chance fell upon the paper in such a man-
ner, as to make an article no more fraught with design
than this report. The principle stated above is too clear
to need any further illustration.

Now can that principle be true of this feeble document,
and not true of the world we inhabit? Is there more
design, more evidence of intelligence, in this imperfect
paper, than there is in the fair creation around us? Take
the watch of which we have already spoken. If the ma-
chinery of the watch argues design, and this design im-
plies intelligence which precludes chance, what shall we

say of the infinitely more complicated machinery, the
universe? Did that come into being by accident? It is
impossible. We might, with infinitely more propriety,
contend, that whirlwinds would build towns and cities,
and that volcanoes would throw up temples, than that
blind unconscious matter would form itself into the regu-
lar and well arranged world we inhabit. Is it possible
that a river, during an inundation, should bring down
trees from the forest, iron from the mine, hemp from the
field, and all the other materials from their original de-
posites, and by chance form them into a perfect ship,
completely rigged for sea? It cannot be. The common
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sense of mankind cries ont against it. But is it easier to
make a world than a ship ?

It seems to jour committee that he must he pitiably
weak or obstinately blind who conscientiously maintains,
that the vast fabric of creation, with all its order, beauty
and harmony, was the product of blind accident. If
things of wise design owe their existence to chance, why
do not such events occur at the present day ? Did any
person ever witness an event like this? Who ever heard
of the nice machinery of a cotton factory’s forming itself,
and coming together by accident? Did chance ever cre-
ate a good time-piece or steamboat? Who ever saw a
stately and well-finished edifice formed by the random
throes of blind matter? We should, with one accord,
call that person a madman who should pretend that he
had ever been a spectator of such a scene. But if the
universe is tiie result of chance, we might naturally ex-
pect such events in these days. If man was the product
ofaccident, why do we not see man formed so at the
present day? “Why do we not behold the clods of
earth brightening into human form, and the dust under
our feet crawling into animated forms, and starting into
life and intelligence ?” Has chance, that deified pom-
pous nothing, lost its energy? Has blindness become so
blind, and confusion so confounded, as to become inope-
rative ?

But if we should allow that men were formed by
chance, this would not be able to continue them in ex-
istence. If chance brought them into being, it would
be likely to carry them out. It is not at all probable that
our species would have continued in existence thousands
of years, much less from eternity.

We know that some species of animals have become
5
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extinct. The mammoth which once existed, as we know
hj its bones, has ceased to exist on the earth. Other
species have probably shared the same fate. Now if
nothing but blind chance governs the world, man, in all
probability, could not have survived the random changes
of a whole eternity. What takes place regularly cannot
be the product of blind accident. Now the organization
of the human frame, for instance, does not vary ; it is
now what it always has been; and this is conclusive evi-
dence that it is controlled by something superior to
chance.

But if we should yield the atheist his whole defence,
it could not establish his system with any degree of cer-
tainty. Let us admit for a moment that all things owe
their origin to chance. Then by chance there is a God,
and he created the world. T bus, on the doctrine of
chance, it is as likely that there is a God, as that there
is not; or if there is no God at present, chance may yet
produce one, and he may call men to an account for their,
conduct. Thus, on the ground assumed by the atheist,
his system is as likely to be false as true. But enough
has been said to show that the universe could not have
sprung into being by accident.

We may now safely affirm, that something must have
existed from eternity. Had there been a time when
nothing existed, that state of things, if such it could be
called, must have always remained. When the doctrine
of chance is exploded, this must of necessity be the result.
The poet has justly said,

“Had there been nought, nought still had been.
Eternal there must be.”

Since something must have existed from eternity, let us
inquire what this eternal something is. To suppose that
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the human family is eternal, only involves us in difficulty.
We know that children are horn into the world in a help-
less state, and for years are entirely dependent upon their
parents. Without this support from their parents, or

those who have existed before them, they must inevi-
tably perish. This is the order of things which, the
atheist tells us, is eternal. But let existence on his plan
commence when it may, the same absurdity presents
itself, viz.—the first man must have had parents, and must
have been sustained by those ivho existed before him.
This difficulty exists at every period of past eternity, and
the atheist cannot avoid or solve it. He may run back
to shield himself in the obscurity of the past, but as far
back as thought can extend, this absurdity continues to
stare him in the face. And if we were capable of going
back in thought ten thousand times as far as we now can,
the difficulty would not in the least be diminished. Even
eternity cannot cover the absurdity. To say that man
has existed from eternity, carries the absurdity further
hack, but it remains an absurdity just as palpable, as
though the first man commenced his existence a hundred
years ago. We cannot then allow that man is eternal;
for we cannot admit that which carries an absurdity on
its very face.

But if the eternal existence of man were allowed, this
would not account for the existence of the rest of the
universe. It is not in the power of man, to impart that
impetus to the heavenly bodies, which keeps them con-
stantly revolving with astonishing velocity, and the most
exact regularity, through the immense regions of space.
Man does not possess the wisdom necessary to plan, nor
the power requisite to accomplish the vast work of crea-
tion. Ihe wisdom and power to which the universe
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owes its existence, exceed the utmost stretch of human
thought; and surely man cannot impart that wisdom
which he cannot comprehend. The eternal first Cause
be it what it may, must be sufficient to produce all
things else—-must have a knowledge sufficient to compre-
hend whatever exists. But can this be said of man?
Surely not; he cannot comprehend himself. He is igno-
rant of the nature of ail things around him ; and hence it
is certain that man could not have been the eternal first
Cause.

Another argument against the eternal existence of man
or the universe is this; —most of the knowledge which
men possess at the present day, can be traced to its ori-
gin. The invention of letters, the art of printing, the
true system of astronomy, the sciences of chemistry and
geology, and the vast improvements in the arts and scien-
ces, are of recent date, compared with the period of the
creation, as given by Moses. And to suppose that man
has existed from eternity, and has made none of these
valuable discoveries, till within a few centuries, would be
the height of improbability. We are willing to allow that
some arts known to the ancients, are now lost. But this
docs not affect the argument. There has on the whole,
been an increase of knowledge; and this is all that the
argument requires. Those arts which are lost, are of but
little value compared with the vast improvements of mod-
ern times. The sciences have progressed to that degree
that,

“The hardest antique rules,
Are boyish problems in our modern schools.”

This plainly shows that man has not existed from eter-

nity.
Man, though he cannot have existed from eternity, fur-
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nishes an irresistible argument in favor of divine exis-
tence. Here, as in all cases of this nature, vve must rea-
son from what we know. Every man has a clear per-
ception of his own being. He knows that he exists. We
have also seen that nothing can come into being by chance.
Whatever exists must have some cause, must be produced
by something else. Knowing that he exists, man has the
most convincing proof that something has existed from
eternity ; since what is not eternal must have had a be-
ginning, and of course must have been produced by some-

thing else. It is also evident, that if we owe our exist-
ence to any cause, we must derive all that we possess
from the same source. We being mere effects, must de-
rive all our powers from the cause that produced us. We
have a clear perception that we possess some knowledge
or intelligence. We know that we exist, and are intelli-
gent beings.

Now there was a time when there was no intelligent
being in the universe, or there was not. If there was a
time when there was no intelligent being, that period
must have remained. A being or substance wholly desti-
tute of intelligence, could never produce an intelligent
being. Wc have seen that nothing can come into
being by chance; that a mere nonentity could neither
produce an intelligent being, or any thing else. We are
then driven to the conclusion, that there never was a time,
when there was no intelligent being; or in other w’ords
that there must have been an intelligent being from eter-
nity. Thus from our own existence, we can deduce the
being of a God. We know that we exist, and that non-
entity could not have produced us, and hence that we are
produced by some other being; and this being must have
existed from eternity. We know that we possess power
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and intelligence, and hence the eternal being that produc-
ed us, must he the source of all power and all intelligence.
This being is the God we adore.

We cannot conceive of an argument more conclusive.
It rests upon two positions, viz.: That man actually ex-
ists, and that nonentity could not have produced him.
And will any man dispute these premises? Is any man
skeptic enough to deny his own existence ? Or is any man
weak enough to maintain that pure nothing can produce
an intelligent being? We should hope not. Ascertain
then as that man exists an intelligent being, and that pure
nothing could not have created him, there is a God.

As this is a subject of vast importance, we will endeav-
or to place it in the clearest point of light. We have al-
ready shown, that the design discoverable in nature, ar-

gues an intelligent designer. And what argument can be
plainer or more conclusive? Take the whole compass of
human experience, and we find that nothing begins to ex-

ist without some adequate cause. This is true both in
the natural and moral world. To this rule we have never
known a single exception. And what is true ot ourselves,
is equally true of others. An exception to this rule has
never been known, hence the rule is absolute. Now
there is no proposition whatever, which can he more sure.
We are not able to perceive how a mathematical demon-
stration can he more certain. How do we know that ten

multiplied by ten will produce an hundred? Simply be-
cause it is confirmed by the experience of every individual.
Though these terms, and this science were at first con-
ventional, with us they become matters of experience.
Whenever we multiply ten by ten we produce the same
result; and we are strengthened in this belief, by knowing
that our experience in this case corresponds with that of
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every other person. This, to us, constitutes the certainty
of mathematical demonstration.

Now we ask whether we have not the same or equal
certainty in the case before us. Our constant experience
and the constant experience of every other person, teach
us that nothing can come into being without some ade-
quate cause. We are not able to see that this falls short
of mathematical certainty. There appears to be the same
reason for believing the one as the other. Both rest upon
the uninterrupted experience of mankind.

It ought to be noticed further, that, in all cases of de-
sign, the designer must fully comprehend the thing de-
signed. This again is true in all cases, being confirmed
by universal experience. A man constructs a watch, and
being its designing cause, he must know its powers and
comprehend its design. He may be ignorant of the tex-
ture of the materials he uses, for of them he is not the
designing cause. He is the cause of the watch as such,
and not of the materials of which it is composed. When
we speak of the design of a watch, or any other machine,
we mean to be understood of the first inventor. Now,
we lay it down as a general rule, not disturbed by a sin-
gle exception, that just as far as any being is the design-
ing cause of any thing, so far he must comprehend it.
Men propagate their species, and are in a sense the
cause of their offspring. But they cannot be the design-
ing cause, because they cannot comprehend the thing
designed. This plain principle, which every one must
allow, shows most clearly, that man cannot be the author
of his own existence, or even that of his offspring. He
cannot comprehend himself, and so he must have been
produced by some designing cause, more intelligent than
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himself. He may be the author of a piece of machinery,
because he can comprehend it; but, as he cannot com-
prehend himself, or the materials of which he is compos-
ed, so he cannot be their designing cause. And fur the
same reason that a machine must, have had a designing,
intelligent cause, the maker of the machine also must

O 7

have had a designing cause, capable of comprehending it.
This reasoning is confirmed by every thing we see and
know around us; and we must follow it, let it lead us
where it may. One man cannot make another, for the
same reason that one machine cannot make another, viz.,
because no machine can comprehend itself, and no man
can comprehend himself.

Now, for the same reason that man must have had a

designing cause superior to himself, and capable ot com-

prehending the thing designed; the whole universe must
have had a designing cause, capable ot comprehending
that. Let us look for a moment at the universe. We
every where sec traces of design, and design too, which,
though man can discover, he cannot comprehend. The
heavenly bodies move in space with the most exact and
beautiful order; this order implies design and intelligence,
capable of comprehending the thing designed. Hence
the grand Designer of Nature must be an eternal being,
capable of comprehending all parts of his works. And
as we can set no bounds to his works, so we can set no
bounds to his intelligence.

This argument, it seems to your committee, has the
force of demonstration. And it has the advantage over
most other arguments ; for its force may be multiplied by
every object in nature, in which design is apparent. It
the argument were less demonstrative of itself, it would,
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when multiplied by every object around us, amount to
moral certainty. “ The proof we have presented is not
a conclusion which lies at the end of a chain of reasoning,
of which chain each instance of design is only a link, and
of which, if one link fail, the whole must fall; but it is
an argument separately supplied, by every separate ex-
ample. An error in stating one example, affects that
example only. The argument is strictly cumulative;
and is strengthened by every example, though each proves
it separately. Every example furnishes a complete argu-
ment of itself.” The eye proves it without the ear, and
the ear without the eye; for in both we discover design.
If we were to look at the eye, that little world of won-
ders, we should at once see, that that delicate, compli-
cated organ must have had a maker, superior to man.
The design discoverable in the eye, pervades all nature ;

and so forcibly leads the mind up to the great First
Cause of all things.

To meet this reasoning, it has been said, that there is
as much design in such a being as God is supposed to be,
as there can be in nature, and the same reasoning which
proves that nature must have had a designing cause,
proves as clearly that God must have had a designing
cause.—This objection is founded on the principle, that
something must have existed from eternity. Let it be
distinctly remembered, that we are not now contending
with the advocate for chance, but with those who reject
that doctrine, and maintain that the universe is self-exist-
ent. The arguments we have already adduced, have
driven us to the conclusion, that something must have
existed from eternity. This eternal something must be

* O

either God or nature. Now, if there is a single particle
6
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of difficulty on one hypothesis, which does not exist on
the other, that would be sufficient to carry conviction.

“Reason says,
Close with the side, where one grain turns the scale.”

We have not only proved that there must have been a
first cause, but that this first cause must have been an
intelligent one, capable of comprehending the things pro-
duced. But this cannot be said of nature. Nature has
no other intelligence than that possessed by human be-
ings; and it would be contradicting known facts to assert,
that any man, or all men united, are capable of compre-
hending all things in the universe. The very arguments
then, which prove that there must have been an eternal
first cause, prove that nature cannot be that first cause.
Thus we are driven to the conclusion, that the eternal
first cause must be a being possessed of infinite intelli-
gence. If nature is self-existent, man, a constituent
part of nature, must be self-existent. We have seen
thousands of human beings, but all of them were depen-
dent upon those who existed before them. To say that
man is self-existent, contradicts universal experience.
But to assert that an infinite being is self-existent, does
not in any degree contradict our experience. It may be
beyond our comprehension, as every thing infinite is; but
it does not contradict a single fact with which we are

acquainted. Thus we see, that the eternal existence of
nature, is not only destitute of proof, but is attended with
absurdity ; while the eternal existence of God, is sustain-
ed by the most convincing proof, and when once admit-
ted, solves every difficulty.

Another view of this subject leads us to the same re-

sult. The eternal first cause must be the source of
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every thing which exists, in the natural and moral world.
This fountain must be sufficient to supply all the streams

which flow from it. At the present day, we find intelli-
gence in the world. Men possess a fund of knowledge
on a great variety of subjects, and this knowledge must
be derived from the same eternal source. For it is ad-
mitted in the objection, that nothing can come into being
by chance. The first cause then must certainly possess
as much intelligence as all the second causes, and their
effects. On the eternal existence of nature there can be
no knowledge but what was possessed by the original
stock of the human family. The first human beings, on
that system, must possess all the knowledge that ever has
or will exist. But this is contrary to acknowledged fact.
It is worthy of special remark, that those who contend
for the eternity of nature believe in no higher order ofJ o

beings than man ; and, as they reject revelation, they can
have no knowledge of the human species but what is
gained by history, observation and experience. Now his-
tory, observation and experience teach us, that mankind
are increasing in knowledge. We know that the world
is more enlightened now, than it was centuries ago. As
far back as our information extends, we find that men
have been improving in knowledge. And knowing this
to he true as far back as we have any knowledge of man-
kind, we have a right to infer, and analogy requires that
we should infer, the same with respect to all preceding
ages.

The objector himself cannot avoid this conclusion ; for
what has existed from eternity, must at all times be un-
der the influence of the same laws. If men at the present
day are governed by principles entirely different from
those which governed them in past ages, then the present
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order of things is not eternal. The advocate for the
eternity of nature, therefore, must admit, that what is true
of this ago, must he true of all past ages. Since men are
increasing in knowledge at the present day, and this or-
der of things is supposed to be eternal, it must follow
that men have been increasing in knowledge from eter-
nity. Now, if we take a retrospective view of mankind,
we shall find them decreasing in knowledge from age to

age; and this decrease, however small it may be, will
exhaust all the knowledge there is in the world in a pe-
riod infinitely short of eternity. And hence the present
system of nature cannot be eternal.

This argument appears to us to be conclusive. As far
back as our information extends, we find knowledge in-
creasing. We readily allow, that there may be relapses
into darkness and ignorance; but this does not affect the
argument. Knowledge on the whole has increased.
This no person of information will deny ; and this is all
that the argument requires. Now the advocate for the
eternity of nature may embrace which horn of the di-
lemma he pleases. He may say, that all past ages have
increased in knowledge, like those with which we are
acquainted—or that they have not. If he says they have
not, then he allows that the present order of nature is not
eternal. The present is a progressive order, but the past
has not been. Thus his system is destroyed by allowing
that there has not been progression in past ages. But to
avoid this difficulty, let him say that there has been pro-
gression in all past ages. Then by inverting the ages,
and viewing them in a retrograde order, we find knowl-
edge diminishing from age to age, and this diminution will
exhaust all the knowledge there is in the world in a lim-
ited period, and consequently the present system of the
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universe cannot be eternal. Thus, on either ground, the
system of atheism destroys itself, and leaves our argument
unanswered

The objection we have been considering was founded
on the principle, that something must have existed from
eternity ; and, as we have seen that nature cannot bo eter-
nal, the only alternative left is, to have recourse to an in-
telligent first cause, —and this is the doctrine for which
we contend. God or nature must be eternal. But we
have seen that nature cannot be eternal, and hence
eternity must belong to God. This solves the whole dif-
ficulty. We can just as well conceive how God can be un-
caused, as how nature can be uncaused. But there is this
difference in the two cases ; admit the first cause to be
an intelligent being, as God is, and this accounts for all
that we see in the universe around us. We then per-
ceive the cause of all the wise design in nature. But, al-
low that nature, that blind system of matter and motion,
is eternal, and this can never account for the wisdom
discoverable in all things around us. It is the prov-
ince of reason, as we have before said, to follow the pre-
ponderance of evidence wherever it may lead us. And
here it must be in favor ot divine existence. Nor is there
any absurdity in the idea, that God must be uncaused.
We know that every thing around us must have a produc-
ing cause; but the same does not follow concernin'? an
infinite being. Our experience and observation concern-
ing finite beings, furnishes us with no justanalogy concern-
ing an infinite being. The most that we can say of God’s
self-existence is, that it is incomprehensible to us, like
every thing else that is infinite ; but it does not con-
tradict oui experience in any case whatever; tor we have
no experience concerning infinite beings.
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There are many other arguments in favor of the being
of a God, or, which amounts to the same thing, of the
creation of the world. There was a universal tradition
among all the ancient nations, that the world was created.
Whence arose this tradition ? It may be said, that it was
started by some arch individual to answer some particular
purpose. But this cannot account for its prevalence among
all nations and languages. The very fact that this tradi-
tion is found among distant nations speaking different
languages, shows that it must have originated at a time
when men were few in number, and spake one language.
But if the earth has existed from eternity, and has al-
ways been peopled, as those with whom we now contend
maintain, such a period could never have existed.

Another argument against the eternity of the world may
be drawn from the material earth. Many changes are
gradually taking place, which, in a period infinitely short
of eternity, would completely alter the whole face of the
oiobe. Take the great falls of Niagara for example.
There the accumulated waters of four large lakes pour
themselves down a huge precipice. It is evident, from
the nature of the case, and history confirms the fact, that
the water gradually wears away the stone over which it
runs, and upon which it pours. Under this gradual de-
cay, these rocks could not have lasted from eternity.

But to meet these arguments, the atheist will say,
that great changes and convulsions have taken place;
earthquakes have shaken, and floods have drowned a great
part of the earth, and destroyed almost all of the inhabi-
tants. And this he will tell us, meets many of the ar-
guments which have been alleged in support of di-
vine existence ; this will account for the universal tradi-
tion that the world was created—the rebuilding or rather
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the repeopling of which might have been denominated a

creation ; and this will show how this tradition could be-
come general—starting from a few individuals, after an
almost universal deluge, the tradition would descend to
all nations. This too, will meet the argument, that all
the arts and sciences can be traced to their origin. Dur-
ing these general deluges, the records of the past, togeth-
er with the arts and sciences, were lost.

This is the best defence the atheist can make, but this
will yield him no assistance. For these general deluges
must be either natural or supernatural. If they be super-
natural, as every one who is acquainted with the laws of
nature, will be apt to imagine, then it furnishes proof that
there is a God. But if they be natural, and the effects
of blind chance, then there is nothing to prevent a total
destruction not only of mankind, but of every living thing
upon the earth. This must appear to every reflecting
mind, to be highly probable. For if deluges have been
frequent, and so near universal, as to destroy all recollec-
tions of the past, so that the arts and sciences were lost,
it is the very height of probability, that some of these
deluges would have been universal. Can any man say
with the least possible propriety, that any thing so likely
to happen, has never happened from eternity? Every man
ot sense must say, that what is likely to happen must
have happened,—nay, every thing which could possibly
happen, must have happened in that unbounded period of
time. So that the atheist by introducing that plea, fur-
nishes us with an additional argument that nature cannot
be eternal.

Another argument to prove that the earth was created,
may he drawn from the history of that e\ent recorded by
Moses. We do not here assume the point in debate, and
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assert that Moses was inspired; we only appeal to the
fact that Moses wrote such a history, and we claim for
him only the credit due to other historians. We ask the
unbeliever to account for the fact that Moses wrote so
near the time, at which he said the world was created,
and was so successful in making his cotemporaries believe
that what he wrote was the truth. And if we compare
the account of the creation, as given by Moses, with any
account which any unbeliever has given, we discover at
once that difference which we should expect between fact
and fable.

The numerous miracles recorded in scripture furnish a
complete argument in favor of divine existence. They
show, that there is a power superior to nature,—a power
which can control all her laws. We do not intend, at

this time, to go fully into this argument, but if time would
permit, we could show that Moses and the prophets, and
Christ and his apostles, had power over the laws of na-
ture, which they exercised on various occasions; and this
supernatural power not only proves that they were in-
spired, but also that there is a God upon whom all nature
is dependent, and to which it is subject.

Another argument in proof of divine existence is drawn
from the common consent of mankind. All men in all
ages and nations, with a very few exceptions, have be-
lieved in a Supreme Being. It appears then to be the plain
unlettered sentiment of mankind, that there is a God.
Now on supposition that there is a God, we might natur-

ally suppose, that he would impress this sentiment upon
the minds of his creatures, or give them evidence suffi-
cient to lead all who will examine it with attention, to a
belief of his being. The common sentiment which has
always prevailed on this subject, furnishes an argument
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of no small weight in proof of divine existence. It shows
that the evidence has appeared satisfactory to the great
mass of mankind. But it may be said, in opposition to
this argument, that the great body of the heathen na-
tions, believed in a plurality of gods, and if their opinion
is evidence of divine existence, it goes equally against
divine unity. To this we reply, that the better inform-
ed among the heathen, did not worship their idols as
gods, but merely as helps in their devotions; they bowed
before their idols as representatives of the true God.
And the great body of the heathen who worshipped a
plurality of gods, allowed that Jupiter was supreme over
all their divinities. But after all, the idolatry of the
heathen furnishes a good argument in favor of divine ex-
istence. The very fact that they had a variety of gods,
shows that they had a strong sense that there was some
power superior to man, a power that controled nature,
and ought to be adored. Such was their conviction
on the subject of an overruling power, that, though they
were sunk in dark ignorance, they still adhered to the
sentiment that there is a God. They were ignorant and
blind enough to believe in a plurality of gods, but they
were not so lost to every sense of propriety, as to imagine
for a moment that there was no God.

Wishing to do full justice to the subject, we will no-
tice two attempts which atheists have made to account
for a general belief in a Supreme Being. In the first
place, they tell us that fear gave rise to this belief. Men
feared something purely ideal, and this fear in their minds
created a God. But it is manifest, at first blush, that
men must believe in a God, before they could fear him.
We readily allow that men sometimes fear imaginary be-
ings, as ghosts and witches; but then it is perfectly ob-

-7
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vions, that they believed in ghosts before they feared
them. It would be more rational to say that hope created
a God, than that fear did. But this would be absurd;
because men must believe in the existence of a being,
before they can either hope or fear him.

But secondly, they tell us that this belief in a God
was established by rulers, to keep their subjects in awe,
and make them peaceable members of society; and that
this doctrine has been sustained by them as a matter of
state policy.—Our first reply to this is, that it is mere
conjecture, wholly unsupported by proof. Again, this is
admitting that the belief in a God would exert a good in-
fluence upon society, and so furnishes a presumptive ar-
gument in support of divine existence. But the position
itself is unnatural. Instead of rulers adopting religious
notions and forcing them upon their people, they much
more frequently conform themselves to the belief of the
people, and by thus conforming to their religious preju-
dices, raise themselves to power. There is one con-
sideration more, which seems conclusive on the subject.
Rulers have manifested their sincere belief in a God, and
have trembled at his name, in view of their accountability,
as frequently as other men. When in the bustle of busi-
ness, they may have banished God from their thoughts;
but when they have retired from the bustle of life, they
have often been oppressed with a sense of their responsibil-
ity to theirMaker. It is said, that Caligula was so agitated,
that he would creep under his bed, whenever it thunder-
ed,—and that Tiberias, that great master of the craft of
government, complained bitterly of the stings and lashes
of conscience. But why was this? If they knew that
a belief in a God was otdy a trick, got up by rulers to

keep their subjects in subjection, why did they tremble
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in view of this ideal being? What made Cardinal Wool-
sey, that great minister of state in England, exclaim,
“Mad I but served my God with half the zeal I served
my country, he would not have thus abandoned me to my
enemies ”?

The fact is, rulers have too often had occasion to hum-
ble themselves before the Almighty. When they have
retired from public life, or been overtaken by misfortune,
they have often been made to feel the weight of condem-
nation, arising from a sense of accountability to God.
And to ascribe this to a mere state policy got up by rulers,
is the height of folly.

Having offered the principal arguments which occurred
to our minds, in proof of divine existence, and noticed
the popular objections of the atheist, we would now sub-
mit it to the board to decide whether the argument is not
conclusive. We have been led irresistibly to the conclu-
sion, that something must have existed from eternity.
Now, this something must be either a thinking being, or
unthinking matter. But it is evident, that it cannot be
unthinking matter; for we cannot conceive how unthinking
matter could ever produce a thinking being. Let us take
a quantity of matter and examine it. Say a pebble, for
example. We find its parts closely united, and quietly
at rest. And must it not eternally remain a dead, un-
thinking lump? Is it possible to conceive, that it can
put itself in motion ? Certainly not. But grant that
matter and motion are both eternal, yet matter, uncon-
scious matter and motion could never produce thought.
So, after all our investigation—alter examining the sub-
ject in every possible light, we come to this result :—if
nothing is eternal, matter could never begin to be; if
bare matter was eternal, motion could never begin to be;
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if matter and motion were eternal, thought could never
begin to be. It is manifest, therefore, that the first eter-
nal being must be an intelligent, thinking being. And
whatever is first, must necessarily contain in it, and actu-

ally possess all the intelligence that can ever afterwards
exist. Nor can it ever give to another any intelligence
that it does not possess itself. This argument of Locke
seems to us irresistible. It proves most clearly that the
first eternal cause, cannot be matter, but an intelligent
being, possessed of at least as much wisdom and know-
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ledge as all other beings united—and this being is the
God we adore.

Wc cannot conclude this protracted and dry argument
better than by giving a summary of the whole in the en-

ergetic language of Dr. Young:—
“Retire ; the world shut out; thy thoughts call home;

Imagination’s airy wing repress ;

Lock up thy senses; let no passion stir;
Wake all to reason ; let her reign alone;
Then in thy soul’s deep silence, and the depth
Of nature’s silence, midnight, thus inquire—
What am I? and from whence ? I nothing know
But that 1 am; and since I am, conclude
Something eternal; had there e’er been naught,
Naught still had been; eternal there must be,
But what eternal ?—Why not human race?
And Adam’s ancestors witiiout an end ?

That’s hard to be conceiv’d, since every link
Of that long-chain’d succession is so frail.

Yet grant it true, new difficulties rise ;

I’m still quite out at sea, nor see the shore.
Whence earth, and these bright orbs ? eternal too ?

Grant matter was eternal, still these orbs
Would want some other father ; —much design
Is seen in all their motions, all their makes.
Design implies intelligence and art,
That can’t be from themselves—or man; that ait
Man scarce can comprehend, could man bestow ?
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And nothing greater yet allow’d than man.
Who motion, foreign to the smallest grain,
Shot through vast masses ofenormous weight ?

Who bid brute matter’s restive lump assume
Such various forms, and gave it wings to fly?—
Has matter innate motion ? then each atom,
Asserting its indisputable right
To dance, would form a universe of dust.
Has matter none ? then whence these glorious forms,
And boundless flights, from shapeless and repos’d?
Has matter more than motion ? has it thought,
Judgment and genius ? is it deeply learn’d
In mathematics ? has it form’d such laws,
Which but to guess, a Newton made immortal ?

If so, how each sage atom laughs at me,
AVI 10 think a clod inferior to a man ?

Ifart to form, and counsel to conduct,
And that with greater far than human skill,
Resides not in a block,—a Godhead reigns!
And if a God there be, that God how great!”

We have now pointed out some of the absurdities and
evil tendencies of atheism; and, on the other hand, we
have presented a brief view of the evidence in proof of
divine existence: and we now ask this board, whether
the evidence in support of divine existence is not sufficient
to satisfy a reasonable mind. We are aware, that the
argument is dry, and has been presented in different
points of view ; but we had much rather be accused of
repetition than to be misunderstood. Must not he be
either deranged in intellect, or depraved in moral senti-
ment, who can settle down in the conviction, that man
is the creature of chance, and is under no obligation to
any higher Power? We can hardly conceive of stronger
evidence of some obliquity of mind. We regard atheism
as the enemy of social order, the destroyer of every thing
valuable in society. It is hostile to religion not only, but
to all decency and regularity, to the peace of all commit-
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nities, and the safety of all governments. Wherever it
reitrns, discord and commotion are the result. Atheism is

o 7

a levelling system. In religion and in politics, it labors
to overthrow all ancient customs—all established institu-
tions. Who can doubt this, while the history of the
French revolution is remembered ? But not to 2,0 out of
our own country, look at the Owen rabble in the city of
New York, and you will see a practical illustration of
these remarks. In our own State too, we have seen
religion and law and decency outraged by those who
have embraced these sentiments. They have assailed the
institution of marriage, and, in their itineracies of pol-
lution, have scattered among the youth publications
calculated to produce an unbridled licentiousness,—a pro-
miscuous libertinism. Two of the leading atheists in this
State have been convicted in courts of justice—the one
of robbing the grave, and publishing and vending a licen-
tious book ; the other of publishing a blasphemous and
obscene libel. Such then, are the fruits of atheism, as
developed amongst us.

Now under these circumstances, ought not the public
to be so far protected as to prevent such men from rob-
bing them of their dearest rights in a court of justice P
What parent would be willing to leave his children in a
community where atheism should generally prevail?
Recollect the murders, the seductions, the rapes, the
crimes unnumbered, which existed in infidel France, and
then say whether your daughters would be safe, or your
sons happy, in such a community ? The desolating effects
which, in our opinion, would be produced by atheism,
compel us to speak freely and plainly. We have no hes-
itancy in saying, that we had rather the cholera, with its
Asiatic violence, should lay its death-damp hand upon our
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children, than to have them spared to fall into a commu-
nity where atheism should generally prevail.

Entertaining these views, we call upon every person
friendly to morality, to social order, to religion, to exert
his influence against this pest and bane of society. We
call upon you who have realized the blessings of social
order, to interpose your opinions against this destroyer of
all that is valuable in society. We call upon you who
have knelt at the altar of wedlock, and united hands
which none on earth shoidd sunder, to come forward in
the majesty of your strength, and resist this attempt to
blast the joys of domestic life, and to rob home of its
happiness. Can you feel indifferent to a sentiment,
which, not content with the prostration of public order,
invades the fireside, and poisons the cup of domestic en-
joyment? Shall the solemn institution of marriage,—
“ this rite of heaven, revered by every country, and cher-
ished by each sex, the solemnity of every church, and the
sacrament of one”—shall it be trampled under foot, and
its sacred obligations violated by lawless incendiaries ?

Let your conduct show, that you are not to be ensnared
by the serpent’s wiles, nor corrupted by the serpent’s
wickedness.

We call upon you W'ho rejoice in the liberty of our
country, and who regard our independence as our greatest
earthly good, to show your devotion to your country by-
opposing this fell destroyer. Can you remain idle at your
posts, and see the demon of infidelity move through the
land, and with insatiate rapacity devour our institutions?
Can you patiently behold this insidious monster coil about
our liberty, and strive to crush it in its envenomed fold-
ings ? If not, let your voice be heard in defence of that
“ righteousness which exalteth a nation.” Let the alarm
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be sounded in ever quarter. Let the press speak out in
its majesty, and let the notes of resistance he loud and
long. We call upon all good men in the state, as they
revere their God, and love their country, to unite their
influence against this pernicious heresy. Show your-
selves men devoted to the best interest of your race.
Like the ancient servant of the Lord, take the pan of in-
cense, and step between the dead and the living, and stay
the moral pestilence which is desolating our country.

Though we regard atheism as one of the greatest evils
that can befall a country, we would not recommend any
attempt to put it down by legal enactments. Such ef-
forts are always unavailing. Atheism, like other errors,
must be put down by public sentiment,—by truth. The
law should not attempt to punish him for his heresy. As
much as we detest atheism, we should be decidedly op-
posed to any legal provision to put down that delusion.
The law should not meddle with the atheist as such ; it
should inflict no pains or penalties upon him, for his infi-
delity. But it should come in, and protect other citizens
against the corrupting influence of this pernicious error.
And this is the character of the common law doctrine on
the subject. It is not designed to punish the atheist, but
to protect those that are not. It says to the atheist, as
we would not hurt a hair of your head, so we will not al-
low you to swear away the property and the lives of
others. This we do, not for your injury, but for the
good of the public.

Entertaining these views, we perceive injustice and in-
consistency in the course sometimes adopted in our courts,
of questioning the witness as to his religious belief. We
live in a country professing to be Christian. The legal
presumption is, that every man believes in a Supreme Be-
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ing. Our Constitution provides, that no man shall be re-

quired to furnish evidence against himself. This we think
should protect the atheist from being himself questioned
as to his belief. He ought not in our opinion, be required to

make confessions tending to degrade and disparage himself.
This is not only wrong in principle, but absurd in itself.
When he is questioned in this manner, it seems to be im-
plied, that he is a competent witness, and will speak the
truth in that case, though he is under the greatest tempta-
tion to swear falsely. And what is the practical result?
Why, if the atheist, when brought into court and put upon
his oath, will speak the truth and confess his infidelity, he
is rejected for his honesty; but if he will swear falsely, by
declaring his belief in a God, he is received for his dishon-
esty ! This absurdity has been seen and felt by many of
our most learned jurists. In the case of Curtis vs. Strong,
to which we have already referred, the Supreme Court of
Connecticut decided, that the religious incompetency of a
witness must be proved by his declarations out ofcourt, and
that the witness could not be permitted to explain or deny
them in court. Judge Swdft, in his Law of Evidence,
takes the same ground. The same doctrine was held by
Judge Spencer in the case of Jackson vs. Gridley, 18
Johnson.

The practice in our courts on this subject, has not been
uniform, though we believe, that, if the question should
come directly before the Supreme Court, they would take
the only rational ground, and decide that his incompeten-
cy must be proved by his declarations out of court. We
should be willing to incorporate such a provision into our
statutes, if it were necessary. But, believing as wm do,
that this doctrine would now prevail in our courts, we
think it may safely be left in their hands.

8
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We have now discharged the duty which the order
seemed to impose upon us; and we have gone into this
subject the more fully, in consequence of a great looseness
which seems to be prevailing on this subject. We see a
disposition abroad to remove all the ancient landmarks,
and to reject and explode all the customs and usages,
which experience has found to be wise and proper.

Your Committee are unable to see any thing: in the
present state of society, which would justify any relaxa-
tion in our laws. They think that the experience of the
past is better, and entitled to more confidence, than the
mere speculations, the untried schemes of the present
day. We would therefore cling to experience. In speak-
ing thus freely of the nature and tendency of atheism, we
entertain no hostility to the atheist as a man, or a citizen.
Nor are we conscious that we have gone out of the way,
to expose the evils of atheism. They and their friends
have called the attention of the Legislature to this
subject; they have forced the discussion upon us; so
that in going into this whole subject, tve have only obey-
ed their call. Nor will the atheist complain of this in-
vestigation ; he has chosen the halls of legislation as the
field on which to discuss this subject, and surely he can-
not complain, that we meet him on the field of his own
selection, and respond to his call for investigation. The
Committee have obeyed this call to discuss this question,
and the result of our investigation is respectfully submitted
to the consideration of this Board.

The Committee, on a full examination of the subject,
have come unanimously to the opinion, that it is inexpe-
dient at this time, to legislate on this subject.

For the Committee.

CHARLES HUDSON.


